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This peer review course portfolio describes the shift from in-person teaching to an online, 
asynchronous format for MNGT 360: Foundations of Organizational Behavior. This course is 
offered in the Department of Management within the College of Business at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln. My goal was to embrace the opportunities and tackle the challenges 
associated with online learning to generate learning opportunities outside the traditional 
classroom setting while concurrently creating an interactive environment to allow the students to 
learn from each other. I redesigned the group project to ease the challenges with online group 
dynamics and communication as well as the discussion boards. I generated new assignments that 
allowed students use technology and outside individuals to generate a greater understanding of 
the course content. Finally, I also sought to reexamine the course as a whole to determine how to 
help students retain and consider the course content so that it can be applied in their future 
careers. In this portfolio, I discuss the my learning during the process as well as directions for 
future course design. 
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MEMO 1: OBJECTIVES OF PEER REVIEW COURSE 
PORTFOLIO 
 
RATIONALE FOR COURSE SELECTION 
I initially chose this course because it is the undergraduate course that I am teaching in 
the Spring and fit with the requirements for application to the Peer Review of Teaching project. 
However, I also see this as an opportunity to develop and enhance this course as I shift from 
teaching it in-person to an online, asynchronous format. Although such a shift was originally 
prompted by COVID, the plan is to continue to offer the course online for the foreseeable future 
so I am motivated to ensure that the course design evolves to match online learning needs. I 
taught this course fully online for the first time in Fall 2020. In this portfolio, I will focus on the 
changes made during the Spring 2021 term to continually improve my course design.  
I believe the shift from in-person to online for this course has many positives. The course 
doesn’t require long lectures so it is well suited for the shorter lectures demanded by online 
learning. In addition, the principles of organizational behavior are prevalent in much of the 
student’s daily lives from newspaper articles to movies to interactions with friends and 
colleagues so the online environment creates an opportunity to implement those principles 
outside of the classroom. Finally, the asynchronous environment creates the flexibility to use 
smaller assessments to build up to larger assessments rather than depend on a high-stakes exam.  
However, there are also many challenges in the shift from in-person to online. I hope to 
brainstorm, examine and assess solutions to these challenges through the creation of this 
portfolio. For example, a core component of my course is a live case discussion where, in real 
time, students apply the course concepts to a business situation. Shifting this discussion to an 
online, asynchronous format needs to still be enriching and valuable for the students. In addition, 
a great deal of learning in this course comes from face-to-face exercises and sharing of personal 
experiences so that the students can generate learning opportunities for each other. One of the 
challenges is how to create this type of positive environment in the online, asynchronous setting. 
Overall, there are three key parts that I want captured in this portfolio:  
1. How to make the exercises online and maintain their rigor and value?  
2. How to get the students to engage with one another?  
3. How to generate a stronger connection between aspects of the course (assessments, 
lectures, discussion, etc.) and the student’s future work lives since it is harder to convey 
that in an online course? 
KEY GOALS FOR COURSE PORTFOLIO 
There are two main goals that motivated me to participate in the Peer Review of 
Teaching project and create my course portfolio. First, I want to assess and document the value 
of the exercises and the group project with regard to the student’s learning and application of 
course content. While I can assess learning through traditional exams, one of my goals is to 
create knowledge that the students can use in their future career. I want to redesign exercises and 
projects to determine is such learning is occurring. Second, I want to assess and document the 
evolution of my teaching. I began teaching this course in Fall 2018, but I have only recently 
shifted to teaching the course online. In my course design, I have incorporated such feedback and 
tried to implement technology in unique ways to promote student learning. I would like to 
document and assess whether such improvements have enhanced student learning. Finally, I 
foresee using my course portfolio to refine my course for online delivery and to document 
teaching quality for the tenure process. 
MEMO 1: DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
MNGT 360: “Foundations of Organizational Behavior” is a course within the 
Management Department in the College of Business that is meant to provide students with an 
introduction to the field of Organizational Behavior. The study of organizational behavior aims 
to help students to predict, explain, and manage individual and group behavior in the workplace 
to achieve those organizational objectives linked to an organization’s success. To be an effective 
manager, it is essential that students acquire knowledge levels and develop a set of practical tools 
and skills for understanding and managing people and groups within the complex dynamics of 
organizations.  Over the semester, students cover a number of topics at the individual, group, and 
organizational level of analysis, including personality, stress, power and politics, motivation, 
leadership, and so forth. In addition, students have an opportunity to learn theories and 
frameworks that can help them diagnose managerial situations, critically evaluate managerial 
interventions, and manage others more effectively and ethically at work. 
This course primarily includes third-year students although there are other upperclassmen 
represented in the enrollment (sophomores, seniors and graduate students). There are no 
freshmen in the course; however, because students do not need to be members of the College of 
Business. Due to this, students that are transferring to UNL that are considering a business major 
often take this course.  
Because this course is open to non-College of Business students, there are a wide variety 
of colleges and major represented in the course. Typically about 15% of the students are 
management major and about 2/3 of the students are enrolled in the College of Business. There is 
not a specific course prerequisite (other than sophomore-standing and above) meaning that 
students enrolled in the course have very diverse backgrounds. While this is fine for most of the 
content, we do apply some beginning statistics concepts which not all students have prior to 
enrolling in the course.  
This is an elective course for most students. It is different from many other courses that 
they will take in the College of Business because it integrates the field of psychology and focuses 
on the people rather than numbers and strategy. In addition, the concepts in this course are 
applicable to a variety of work places and industries, although it may look slightly different for 
each student. For example, I have students from the College of Journalism that are seeking to 
become reporter (either in print or television). In their industry, they will still need to learn how 
to work with others and potentially eventually serve as a manager. They will likely be subjected 
to performance assessments and will need to engage in some sort of negotiation when starting 
their job. All of these are theories and concepts that are learned in this course. 
COURSE GOALS 
In planning my course, I have four main objectives. Specifically, by the end of this 
course, students should be able to:   
1. Describe the field of “organizational behavior” and its relevance to managers and 
employees in work organizations. 
2. Understand the causes of individual behavior, attitudes, and decision-making, and use 
this knowledge to reinforce and change behavior at work.  
3. Increase personal awareness of your own behaviors, attitudes, personality, interpersonal 
skills, and preferred working environment. 
4. Understand how to diagnose and improve effectiveness at the individual, group, and 
organizational levels.  
Much of what I teach in this course is directly applicable to their future careers, but it is not 
something that they can apply much right now (even if they are working full-time). One of the 
challenges of this course is to create knowledge about management theories and skills while also 
giving them the opportunity to practice that knowledge in a unique and intensive way so that 
they can retain that knowledge when they need it (often many years down the road).  
 
  
MEMO 2: TEACHING METHODS/COURSE 
MATERIALS/COURSE ACTIVITIES 
TEACHING METHODS 
As an asynchronous, online course, there is no delineation between “in class” and 
“outside of class” and no direct contact time. While this flexibility allows for greater creativity 
and use of online technologies, it also demands additional structure and consistency to promote 
student achievement. Therefore, each Module has the same structure: short online lectures (10-15 
minutes each) to introduce the course content, reading assignment from the book to provide 
depth of understanding, exercises to apply the course content, discussion boards to engage with 
classmates on the course content, and a reflection exercise to apply course content to future 
career opportunities.  
  In addition to consistent structure in course requirements, I also adhere to consistent 
communication to promote student achievement. Specifically, all communication is the course is 
delivered through Announcements in Canvas. The most recent announcements are on the Canvas 
homepage and each Monday at 9:00am (local time), the students receive an Announcement 
outlining their assignments for the week.  
COURSE ACTIVITIES AND RATIONALE 
The activities for this class are designed to complement each other to promote not only 
learning of the course content, but also potential application of the course content in future 
careers. In this class, students are learning about how to work and interact with others in the 
workplace. Therefore, there are a mix of individual and group activities to be completed 
throughout the semester. A detailed description of each activity is listed below: 
Readings/Online Lectures 
This course activity is the main mechanism used to teach the course content. Each topic 
has multiple short lectures (10-15 minutes each) to help the students separate the different 
components of a topic and minimize student fatigue. Throughout each lecture, students 
will answer 3 multiple-choice questions to check student learning. Because the goal is to 
learn the content, the student may watch the lectures/answer the multiple-choice 
questions as many times as they would like to receive full credit on the questions. In 
addition, at the end of each Module, students are given an online proctored exam to 
assess student learning. 
Discussion Boards 
Many organizational behavior concepts are visible to students in their everyday lives – 
whether or not they are currently employed. For example, students learn about the 
different personality types and are able to articulate insights into their own personality. 
The Discussion Boards are an opportunity to share their insights on the course content 
and learn from their classmates. Students are expected to post 2-3 posts and 2-3 responses 
on each Discussion Board (organized by topic in the course). Students are graded on the 
quality of their responses and their ability to integrate course content with their personal 
thoughts and experiences.  
Activities 
Each Module, students will complete three activities (two individual and one group 
activity) to develop skills associated with the course content. Such skills are based on 
content taught during the readings/online lectures and the activities help students practice 
the skills for application in their future careers. For example, students will learn about the 
four stages of the team building process (forming, storming, norming and performing). 
Then, they will complete a group activity where they work together to complete a task 
and then reflect on how their team proceeded through each stage of the team building 
process. Students receive a grade on each activity. In addition, variations of the activity 
often appear on the end-of-Module exam to assess student learning. 
Reflection Exercise 
At the end of each Module, students will engage in a reflection exercise. The purpose of 
these reflections is twofold: 1) bring together all of the content from that Module and 2) 
have the student apply course content to future opportunities. For example, in the second 
Module, students will learn (among other things) about stress, values, work/life balance 
and job satisfaction. For the reflection exercise, students will engage in a simulation 
where they will make future big life choices (i.e., whether to move across the country for 
a dream job) and small life choices (i.e., whether to skip work to go on vacation with 
friends). Then, the simulation reflects on whether those choices reflect the students self-
described values. The students reflect on the course content and the simulation to 
determine how to use course knowledge to make sure future life choices maximize job 
satisfaction, work/life balance, etc. While these exercises are graded, students are graded 
on the effort put in to the project rather than the content of their reflection. 
Group Research Project 
As with many courses, the students are exposed to a wide breadth of material, but limited 
in the depth of understanding due to time restrictions. However, the Group Research 
Project gives the students a chance to go into greater depth with one course topic (of the 
group’s choosing). Students are asked to use the different methods of knowing (which are 
taught during the first week) to gain deeper insight into their topic. Specifically, students 
explore academic journal articles about their topic, media perceptions/insights about their 
topic, and interview current working professionals about their topic. This approach not 
only gives the students a multi-dimensional view of their topic, but also mirrors the 
approaches in the classroom that use all of these components to teach the other topics.  
Each of these course activities was chosen to aid the student in a present and future application 
of the course content. The students are taught, practice and assessed on the course content during 
the course to determine mastery of the content. However, students are also given course activities 
to broaden application beyond our course and give them tools to apply to their future careers.  
COURSE MATERIALS 
In this course, the students have a textbook that they will use for baseline learning to 
complement the online lectures. Some lectures also have outside materials such as videos and 
articles to stimulate learning. For example, when learning about stress, students will access a 
TedTalk on “good stress” to learn more about the difference between good and bad stress that 
was introduced in the readings/online lectures. 
LINK TO BROADER CURRICULUM 
As with many courses, it’s not as much what the students learn now but their ability to 
apply that knowledge and skills to future employment. As such, the course examples, activities, 
and reflection exercises are designed to help students put themselves in future situations and 
apply the course content. For example, when learning about the different types of motivation, 
one activity requires students to determine how, if they were a manager, they would motivate 
different types of employees. This look toward the future will assist students in applying 
motivation concepts when they rise to a management position in their future endeavors. 
MEMO 3: ANALYSIS OF STUDENT LEARNING 
 
ANALYSIS OF OPPORTUNITIES ASSOCIATED WITH ONLINE LEARNING 
 The shift to online learning gave me the opportunity to go beyond the classroom walls to 
enhance student learning because all learning takes place in an online, asynchronous 
environment. Such application to current business problems and situations allows the students to 
better individualize the course content to their needs and engage in an abstract analysis that 
applies the coursework to current and future workplaces. Particularly, I sought to redesign the 
course to better enable students to critically analyze how course content can be applied to their 
future careers. In doing so, I created reflection assignments at the end of each Module. For the 
end of the second Module, the students engaged in a simulation to see their future work life 
unfold. Then, the students reflected on the simulation and determined how they could use class 
content to apply to their future lives. In prior classes, the students demonstrated the ability to 
apply class content to the simulation. However, in this class, when prompted to reflect on the 
application to their own lives, the students were able to apply class content to their future work 
lives. An analysis of the frequently used words in the reflection demonstrate a focus on the role 
of family, work, future careers and work-life balance (see Figure 1). This suggests that the 
revised reflection prompts allowed students to go beyond application of the material to the 
simulation and apply it to future careers. Such abstract application was critical to reaching one of 
the course goals of “increasing personal awareness of your own behaviors, attitudes, personality, 
interpersonal skills, and preferred working environment” and using such awareness to hopefully 
improve their future careers and lives. 
 
 




ANALYSIS OF CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH ONLINE LEARNING 
The shift to online learning also created additional challenges, particularly with regard to 
feedback and groupwork. The inability to give face-to-face feedback potentially limits student 
learning. In prior versions of this course, I offered credit for course discussions but offered 
limited feedback on the discussions because I wanted to encourage creativity and not have 
students feel limited to the proposed “requirements” associated with such discussions. However, 
I found this approach didn’t allow the students to grow and improve course discussions over the 
course of the semester. Therefore, this semester, I offered individualized and detailed feedback 
on course discussion posts. To analyze the effectiveness of the feedback, I examine the growth 
trajectory of the students in Fall 2020 (limited feedback, see Figure 2) and the growth trajectory 
of students in Spring 2021 (individualized and detailed feedback, see Figure 3)1. As shown, there 
is little difference between the two figures but course evaluations indicated the students felt that 
they received more valuable feedback overall in Spring 2021 compared to Fall 2020. Future 
analysis is needed to determine the value of the individualized feedback in an online, 
asynchronous classroom setting. 
FIGURE 2. Limited Feedback for Discussion Board Posts 
 
FIGURE 3. Individualized Feedback for Discussion Board Posts 
 
 
1 In Fall 2020, the course was broken out into 3 modules with 1 Discussion Board per Module worth up to 50 points 
each. In Spring 2021, the course was broken out into 2 modules with 3 Discussion Boards per Module worth up to 
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Feedback Provided (Spring 2021)
 Groupwork also poses a unique challenge in an online, asynchronous class. Not only does 
the classroom environment create communication difficulties, but students are also less likely to 
develop trusting and respectful relationships with their group members that often prove critical in 
generating effective teams. For in-person classes, the final group project is more reflective of 
student learning and ability rather than ability to navigate group/communication issues; whereas 
for online, asynchronous classes, the final group project grade may be reflective of the group’s 
ability to handle the online environment rather than student learning. To better account for these 
challenges this semester, I revised the group project to contain an individual portion and a group 
portion. As you can see in Table 1, there is a strong positive correlation between the student’s 
group project grade and final grade for the in-person classes. In contrast, there is a much weaker 
positive correlation between the student’s group project grade and final grade for the online 
courses. In both the in-person and online version of the course, the group project consisted of 
roughly the same percentage of the final grade which suggests that factors other than student 
learning and ability are significantly contributing to the group project grade in the online, 
asynchronous version of the course. However, the inclusion of the individual portion during 
Spring 2021 shows a similar correlation between the group project grade and final grade to the 
correlation that we see for the in-person courses (r = .608; not shown in Table 1). This suggests 
that, although inclusions of an individual portion does not remove all of the noise created by 
communication/team dynamics problems in an online environment, it does give students a better 












Fall 2018 (in-person, 002) 81.1% 82.1% r = .836 
Fall 2018 (in-person, 004) 84.3% 85.7% r = .845 
Fall 2020 (online) 90.2% 86.8% r = .248 
Spring 2021 (online) 89.1% 85.8% r = .256 
Note: Spring 2020 was not included in this analysis because of the mid-semester switch from in-
person to online learning in March 2020. Winter 2021 is also not included in this analysis 
because it was a 3-week course and the Group Project shifted to an individual project to account 
for the shortened time frame.  
  
SUMMARY: REFLECTION ON THE COURSE 
COURSE SUCCESSES AND FUTURE PLANS 
 I consider the revisions to the Discussion Boards, Group Research Project and Reflection 
exercises to be the most successful part of the course. In particular, in the Discussion Boards and 
Reflection exercises, the students demonstrated a stronger ability to apply course content to both 
current and future work situations. For example, when learning about teamwork, students spoke 
about how learning about the value of communication in teams helped improve team dynamics 
in various areas such as sports teams, group project teams, and current working teams. When 
learning about work-life balance, students spoke not only about strategies that they will apply in 
their careers to maintain good balance, but also about how to critically examine future job 
opportunities to determine if it has the potential to offer positive work-life balance. This abstract 
application of course content demonstrated strong student learning and spoke to the potential 
positive impact the course may have for students.  
 I believe this improvement was related to two things: 1) increased clarity on requirements 
for the Discussion Boards and 2) increased description for the reflection assignment on its 
relation to the rest of the course. To build on the former in future courses, I want to give specific 
examples on how to use course content to solve current working problems. For example, students 
did a good job of talking about how the course content applied to a certain situation, but not how 
to use the content to improve the situation (as they were often discussing workplace problems). I 
believe offering more detailed instructions and giving a strong example of what this looks like 
will help the students think abstractly and generate these types of connections. To build on the 
latter in future courses, I want to record short videos along with the assignment description and 
use a visual aid to help the students make the connection. This video can help introduce the 
assignment and then a second video can help the students reflect after the assignment is 
completed. This multimodal approach to making connections will help reach all different types 
of student learners. 
 I also believe that the shift in the components Group Research Project (i.e., the inclusion 
of an individual portion and group portion) was successful in this course. This change was made 
in an attempt to minimize some of the communication and group dynamics challenges associated 
with online, asynchronous groupwork. The stronger correlation between the Group Research 
Project grade and the final course grade indicates that some of these challenges were minimized. 
However, I plan to implement a few additional steps in future classes to minimize social loafing 
within the groups. First, I plan on having each group set up a 15 minute Zoom meeting with me 
to go over their plans for the Group Research Project. Not only will this allow me to connect 
with my students, it will allow me to answer questions so that all group members are aware of 
the expectations. Second, I plan on creating a Group Research Project outline and making each 
the groups plan prior to starting the project which individual is going to complete each portion. 
While some students still may fail to contribute, clearer expectations between all group members 
make this less likely to occur.    
LEARNING THROUGH THE PORTFOLIO PROCESS 
 Overall, I found great value in the portfolio process particularly with regard to the 
requirement of dedicated planning and the interaction with colleagues across the University. 
Participation in this program caused me to reflect on my goals for the course and create stronger 
alignment between my goals, my assignments/assessments/lectures/etc., and the online learning 
environment. This allowed me to not merely move my course online; it allowed me to use the 
online learning environment to promote those goals and, hopefully, improve the student’s 
experience in this course. In addition, I found great value in learning from my peers throughout 
the University. Although many of us were teaching different types of courses, I was able to ask 
questions and receive thoughtful and beneficial feedback to shape my course. Furthermore, 
learning about the other courses and teaching approaches forced me to step back and think about 
how my course fit within the student’s entire learning environment. This was particularly 
beneficial to me as I teach students from throughout the University; not just students within the 
College of Business. In conclusion, I learned a great deal through the portfolio process and 
believe it will be invaluable to me as I continue to teach this and other courses. 
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Course  P re requ i s i t es
Sophomore standing. If you have not obtained sophomore standing, you should drop the class.
Appeals can be submitted through the Undergraduate Programs Office in HLH 125.
Course  Desc r ip t i on
This class is meant to provide you with an introduction to the field of Organizational Behavior. The
study of organizational behavior aims to help students to predict, explain, and manage individual
and group behavior in the workplace to achieve those organizational objectives linked to an
organization’s success. To be an effective manager, it is essential that you acquire knowledge
levels and develop a set of practical tools and skills for understanding and managing people and
groups within the complex dynamics of organizations. In this course, you will cover a number of
topics at the individual, group, and organizational level of analysis, including personality, stress,
power and politics, motivation, leadership, and so forth. By taking this course, you will have an
opportunity to learn theories and frameworks that can help you diagnose managerial situations,
critically evaluate managerial interventions, and manage others more effectively and ethically at
work.
Course  Ob jec t i ves
By the end of this course, you will be able to:
1. Describe the field of “organizational behavior” and its relevance to managers and employees
in work organizations.
2. Understand the causes of individual behavior, attitudes, and decision-making, and use this
knowledge to reinforce and change behavior at work.
3. Increase personal awareness of your own behaviors, attitudes, personality, interpersonal
skills, and preferred working environment.





Tex tbook  &  Read ing  Ma te r i a l s
Textbook (Book only, no need to purchase access to online resources): Colquitt, J. A., LePine, J.
A., & Wesson, M. J. (2018) Organizational Behavior:  Improving Performance and Commitment in
the Workplace, 6  Edition. New York: McGraw Hill Education.  ISBN:  978-1-259-54509-2
 
You have a couple options for accessing this book, ranging from the eBook online access only or a
loose-leaf textbook with the online resources. Both options can be purchased from either McGraw-
Hill or the University of Nebraska Bookstore. You are NOT required to purchase the online
resources, so you may also look at alternative options (i.e., Amazon) to find the book at a more
affordable price.
 
Simulation:  For this course, we will use a simulation with Harvard Business Cases. It will be
approximately $10 to purchase the simulation. The link is available below and will be available in
the Course Information Module in Canvas.
 
You will be required to create a student account with Harvard Business Publishing (HBP) to access
the simulation. If you are enrolled in multiple courses using HBP , only one account is needed. For
product support, please contact Harvard Business Publishing Customer Service at 800-545-7685.
 
Link to Coursepack  (https://hbsp.harvard.edu/import/790345)
Proc to rU  Tes t  P roc to r i ng
In this course, we will be using ProctorU, a remote test proctoring service. This service will allow
you greater flexibility in locations and times to take your quizzes/exams. 
There is a fee associated with using this service ($6 per exam). In order to use ProctorU, you will
need a high-speed internet connection, a webcam (internal or external), a computer (Windows or
Mac) running a Windows or Apple operating system, and a government-issued photo ID. ProctorU




creating your account  (https://go.proctoru.com/students/users/new?institution=1422) to test out
your equipment prior to your exam. Simply click on the “Test My Equipment” button located at the
top of the screen. Please make sure that you are using the current version of either Chrome
or Firefox web browsers and have downloaded the ProctorU extension for Chrome
(https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/proctoru/goobgennebinldhonaajgafidboenlkl) or Firefox
 (https://www.proctoru.com/firefox) . 
Additionally, please visit and review the College of Business Student Guide for additional
information. Please feel free to direct any questions to the test taker support team via the live chat
within your ProctorU account.
Grad ing  Po l i c i es








Group Research Project 190
TOTAL 950

L a t e  Wo r k  P o l i c y
Assignments are due on the dates listed. Assignments turned in late will be deducted 10% for each
day past the deadline. Exams must be taken within the four-day period that the exam is available. It
is your responsibility to contact me as soon as possible to request to miss an exam and to ensure
that I have advanced knowledge of your need to miss an exam. If you miss an exam due to
unforeseen circumstances, you (or someone representing you) must contact me as soon as
possible to request a make-up exam.
 
I urge you to make every effort to adhere to the late policy outlined above as the course is set up in
a way so that the workload does not become overwhelming and you can take the opportunity to
interact with your classmates. However, given the current environment, I am willing to be
flexible on the late policy (except for the Discussion Board posts and responses). I just ask
that you communicate with me if you are unable to meet the course deadlines so that I can work
with you and make sure that your learning does not suffer.  
G r a d e  A p p e a l s  a n d  Q u e s t i o n s
There will be a 24-hour waiting period before grade results will be discussed. After this period, if
you believe that you have been graded unfairly, or that your grade does not reflect the quality of
your work, you must communicate with me in writing (typed hard copy or e-mail) and schedule an
appointment to discuss the issue. Your appeal should address your concern and identify specific
reasons why you feel the grade is unfair or inappropriate. At the time of the appointment, you must
bring your typed appeal, copy of the syllabus and additional assignment information (if applicable),
and the original graded assignment. Please note:  If you ask me to re-evaluate work that was
previously graded, your revised score may be higher or lower than the prior score.
Grade  Scheme
The following grading standards will be used in this class:
Grade Range
A 100 % to 94.0%
A- < 94.0 % to 90.0%
B+ < 90.0 % to 87.0%

Grade Range
B < 87.0 % to 84.0%
B- < 84.0 % to 80.0%
C+ < 80.0 % to 77.0%
C < 77.0 % to 74.0%
C- < 74.0 % to 70.0%
D+ < 70.0 % to 67.0%
D < 67.0 % to 64.0%
D- < 64.0 % to 61.0%
F < 61.0 % to 0.0%
Missing the next higher grade by “only” 1 point still misses the grade and is not a basis for
adjustment. However, I reserve the right to take a holistic look at student performance across the
course in determining final grades (i.e., considering overall engagement, etc.). 
Graded  Ma te r i a l s
Exams
Two exams will be given in this course – one per module – and they will not be cumulative. They
are designed to test your basic knowledge of concepts in organizational behavior as well as your
ability to synthesize the basic theories and applications of the course. Exam questions will consist
of multiple-choice, short answer, and mini case analyses. Questions will be drawn from the reading
assignments, lectures, and module activities. The exams are closed-book and will be held online
and proctored through ProctorU. Each exam will be open for four days (see Course Schedule) and
can be taken once anytime during the open exam period. Once the exam period is over and the
exams are graded, you will have the option to review the exam with me during a Zoom session.
 
Online Lectures & Quizzes
To start to build your knowledge base in the different concepts within the field of Organizational
Behavior, you will engage with the book and with online, asynchronous lectures. Each lecture is
approximately 10-15 minutes long and will cover one concept. You will be expected to read the
associated book chapter and then watch the online lecture. Each online lecture has a quiz
embedded within it to check on your learning during the lecture. You may complete the quiz as

many times as possible to receive full points (up until the due date). However, I encourage
you to try your best on the quizzes as many of those questions will also show up on your exams.
 
Module Activities
Throughout the semester, there will be six activities (4 individual activities and 2 group activities)
designed to enhance the depth of your understanding of the course topics. Each activity involves
the application of the material and practicing the skills that you've learned in the course.
 
Discussion Board
One of the most interesting parts of Organizational Behavior is that the concepts will appear in your
everyday life whether you are currently working on not. As you look back at your previous and
current experiences, you will likely find examples of the concepts emerging in new and unique
ways. In this class, the discussion boards are a great way to make these connections and learn
from others’ experiences. You will be responsible for making posts and responding to your
classmates. (See: Course Participation Guidelines).
 
Reflection Exercises
In this course, you will learn about many topics that you will be able to practice (through the
activities and assessments) and apply to your experiences (through the Discussion Boards).
However, you may find that this knowledge doesn't become extremely valuable until you are faced
with a relevant situation in your future career. Therefore, at the end of each Module, you will
engage in a Reflection Exercise that reflects on the course material to help you apply it to your
future self. In Module #1, the Module 1: Reflection Exercise involves an activity and reflection
paper; in Module #2 the Module 2: Reflection Exercise involves an online simulation and
reflection paper. 
 
Group Research Project Paper
The way we learn about organizational behavior is complex and multi-faceted using cases
analyses, research articles, popular press articles and even pieces of pop culture. We will all of
these in class to enhance our understanding of organizational behavior. For the research project,
you will work with your group members and use these materials and more to gain a deeper
understanding of one topic area. (See: Group Research Project ).

Techno logy  Access  Po l i cy
The College of Business online classes have been designed to give students the freedom to
complete course work from anywhere in the U.S. or the rest of the world with reliable internet
access.
Issues with internet access will not be accepted as an acceptable excuse for missing deadlines or
failing to complete assignments. Examples of these issues could be lack of internet access,
cessation of internet access (in particular if right before a deadline), or blocked access to Canvas
and other sites from foreign countries (e.g., China), or any other.
The general recommendation for students is to avoid waiting until right before a deadline to work. If
you are in Lincoln, you can always come to campus to use local computers and internet access if
your personal computer or internet fails. For students outside Lincoln, having time to spare is also
a good idea, as you can work on your assignments as soon as your internet access is restored. If
you know in advance that you will be away from a reliable internet connection for a period of time
during this class, please contact your instructor as soon as possible to see if accommodations can
be arranged.
I n t e r na t i ona l  Techno logy  Access  Po l i cy
The College of Business online classes have been designed to give students the freedom to
complete course work from anywhere in the world with reliable internet access, however, a country
which has proven to be an exception has been brought to our attention. In the last few years, we
have been notified by students taking online courses, (particularly during visits to China) that they
have not been able to access Canvas and some other websites due to internet censorship
stemming from China’s unique regulatory requirements (Google and YouTube are also subject to
this censorship). Given that Canvas is the main resource for online class delivery, this could
present difficulties especially when dealing with deadlines. In addition to Canvas, we are using an
online proctoring service which requires access to the company’s website to enable proctoring
appointment registration, to make required payments and to sign on to take the exam. As such, a
delay or an unforeseen change in internet access could have adverse effects on a student’s grade.
There have been some success stories of students being able to gain access to these restricted
websites through the use of VPN, but this does not guarantee access and given that it subverts the
country’s regulations, is not something we wish to condone. So before you commit to taking online
summer classes, please ensure that the places you plan to visit do not impose any such


restrictions on internet access.  Issues with internet access will not be accepted as an acceptable
excuse for missing deadlines or failing to complete assignments.
ProctorU, the exam proctoring service used by many instructors, provides a page for students to
test their system prior to taking an exam  (https://www.proctoru.com/testitout) .  This test
should be done as early as possible in order assure that your computer system meets the
minimum requirements.
Lea r ne r  Suppo r t
Support services are available for students on and off campus. If you are off campus you will
need to familiarize yourself with Zoom to connect with these support services. As in any
online conference, please consider your video chat etiquette.
Requ i red  So f twa re
Microsoft Windows
For this course you are required to use software in the Microsoft Windows operating system. If
your computer is a Mac, these instructions will walk you through the process of obtaining a
license and installing Windows on your Mac.
Microsoft Office 365
University of Nebraska–Lincoln students can install Microsoft Office on up to five devices
(Windows and/or Mac) for free. Popular programs include Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook.
Here is how you can download and manage your installations
(https://its.unl.edu/emailhome/download-microsoft-office) .
Zoom
To help facilitate collaborative, synchronous meetings between students you are expected to use
Zoom. Please review the instructions for claiming your pro Zoom account





In this class you will be expected to produce a video. You can use the university-provided VidGrid
to accomplish this. Please review the instructions for getting started with VidGrid
(https://its.unl.edu/services/unl-academic-video/) early in the semester so you are prepared.
Canvas  I n fo rma t ion
Canvas is the where course content, grades, and communication will reside for this course.
The URL to access Canvas is: http://canvas.unl.edu (http://canvas.unl.edu)  
For Canvas, passwords, or any other computer-related technical support contact the IT Help
Center (https://its.unl.edu/helpcenter/mysupport-team) .
Phone: 402-472-3970
Website: http://mysupport.unl.edu/  (http://mysupport.unl.edu/)  
Submit a support ticket: mysupport@unl.edu (mailto:mysupport@unl.edu)  
Expec ta t i ons  fo r  S tuden t  Conduc t
G r o u p  M e m b e r  R o l e s  a n d  R e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s
As a member of this course, you will participate in a few projects throughout the course that
require group work. Your responsibility is to communicate with your group and respond to
requests from other group members in a timely manner.
If you have trouble communicating with a group member, please reach out to me to help
create a plan of action going forward. In addition, I reserve the right to remove any member of
the group that is not being respectful to other members and contributing to the project.
Removed group members will have to complete the activity individually.
N e t i q u e t t e
In an online learning environment, it's important to treat everyone in the course with respect.
Below are details about what that means in this course:


Participate: This is a shared learning environment. No lurking in the cyberspace
background. It is not enough to login and read the discussion thread of others. For the
maximum benefit to all, everyone must contribute.
Report Glitches: Discussion forums are electronic. They break. If for any reason you
experience difficulty participating, please call, email, or otherwise inform me of the issue.
Chances are others are having the same problem.
Help Others: You may have more experience with online discussion forums than the
person next to you. Give them a hand. Show them it’s not so hard. They’re really going to
appreciate it!
Be Patient: Read everything in the discussion thread before replying. This will help you
avoid repeating something someone else has already contributed. Acknowledge the
points made with which you agree and suggest alternatives for those with which you
don’t.
Be Brief: You want to be clear—and to articulate your point—without being preachy or
pompous. Be direct. Stay on point. Don’t lose yourself, or your readers, in overly wordy
sentences or paragraphs.
Use Proper Writing Style: This is a must. Write as if you were writing a term paper.
Correct spelling, grammatical construction and sentence structure are expected in every
other writing activity associated with scholarship and academic engagement. Online
discussions are no different.
Cite Your Sources: Another big must! If your contribution to the conversation includes
the intellectual property (authored material) of others, e.g., books, newspaper, magazine,
or journal articles—online or in print—they must be given proper attribution.
Emoticons and Texting: Social networking and text messaging has spawned a body of
linguistic shortcuts that are not part of the academic dialogue. Please refrain from :-) faces
and c u l8r’s.
Respect Diversity: It’s an ethnically rich and diverse, multi-cultural world in which we live.
Use no language that is—or that could be construed to be—offensive toward others.
Racists, sexist, and heterosexist comments and jokes are unacceptable, as are
derogatory and/or sarcastic comments and jokes directed at religious beliefs, disabilities,
and age.
No YELLING! Step carefully. Beware the electronic footprint you leave behind. Using bold
upper-case letters is bad form, like stomping around and yelling at somebody (NOT TO
MENTION BEING HARD ON THE EYE).
No Flaming! Criticism must be constructive, well-meaning, and well-articulated. Please,
no tantrums. Rants directed at any other contributor are simply unacceptable and will not
be tolerated. The same goes for profanity. The academic environment expects higher-
order language.
You Can't Un-Ring the Bell: Language is your only tool in an online environment. Be
mindful. How others perceive you will be largely—as always—up to you. Once you've hit
the send button, you've rung the bell.
 Netiquette: Ground Rules for Online Discussions by Peter Connor is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
I n t e l l ec tua l  P rope r t y  Po l i cy
I invite all of you to join me in actively creating and contributing to a positive, productive, and
respectful classroom culture. Each student contributes to an environment that shapes the learning
process. Any work and/or communication that you are privy to as a member of this course should
be treated as the intellectual property of the speaker/creator, and is not to be shared outside the
context of this course.
Students may not make or distribute screen captures, audio/video recordings of, or livestream, any
class-related activity, including lectures and presentations, without express prior written consent
from me or an approved accommodation from Services for Students with Disabilities. If you have
(or think you may have) a disability such that you need to record or tape class-related activities,
you should contact Services for Students with Disabilities. If you have an accommodation to record
class-related activities, those recordings may not be shared with any other student, whether in this
course or not, or with any other person or on any other platform. Failure to follow this policy on
recording or distributing class-related activities may subject you to discipline under the Student
Code of Conduct.
Academic  Hones ty
Academic honesty is essential to the existence and integrity of an academic institution. The
responsibility for maintaining that integrity is shared by all members of the academic community.
The University's Student Code of Conduct
(https://stuafs.unl.edu/DeanofStudents/Student%20Code%20of%20Conduct%20May%20Rev%202014%20a
 addresses academic dishonesty. Students who commit acts of academic dishonesty are subject to
disciplinary action and are granted due process and the right to appeal any decision.
College of Business students are held to the standards set by the UNL Student Code of Conduct.
In the Student Code of Conduct, acts of dishonesty are specified as, but not limited to: cheating,
fabrication or falsification, plagiarism, abuse of academic materials, complicity in academic


Access ib i l i t y  Suppo r t
The University strives to make all learning experiences as accessible as possible. If you anticipate
or experience barriers based on your disability (including mental health, chronic or temporary
medical conditions), please let me know immediately so that we can discuss options privately. To
establish reasonable accommodations, I may request that you register with Services for Students
with Disabilities (SSD). If you are eligible for services and register with their office, make
arrangements with me as soon as possible to discuss your accommodations so they can be
implemented in a timely manner. SSD contact information:  117 Louise Pound Hall.; 402-472-3787
 Counse l i ng  and  Psycho log ica l  Se rv i ces
UNL offers a variety of options for students to aid them in dealing with stress and adversity.
Counseling and Psychological & Services (CAPS)  (https://caps.unl.edu/) is a multidisciplinary
team of psychologists and counselors that works collaboratively with Nebraska students to help
them explore their feelings and thoughts and learn helpful ways to improve their mental,
psychological and emotional well-being when issues arise. CAPS can be reached by calling 402-
472-7450 (even after hours).
Poten t i a l  Mod i f i ca t i ons
The instructor and university reserve the right to modify elements of the course during the term.
The university may change the dates and deadlines for any or all courses in extreme
circumstances. If either type of modification becomes necessary, reasonable notice and
communication with the students will be given with explanation and the opportunity to comment on
dishonesty, falsifying grade reports, impermissible collaboration, or misrepresentation to avoid
academic work. The penalties for academic dishonesty will be severe and may range from
receiving a failing grade on the test or assignment, failing the course in which academic dishonesty






Mon Jan 25, 2021
  Details on Group Activities to do: 11:59pm
  Explore Canvas to do: 11:59pm
  How to Reach Me to do: 11:59pm
  Review the Syllabus to do: 11:59pm
  Start Here to do: 11:59pm
  Technology Information to do: 11:59pm
Sat Jan 30, 2021
  Introduce Yourself!
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886712)
due by 11:59pm
  ProctorU Practice Exam
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886709)
due by 11:59pm
  Intro to OB Lecture #1
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886727)
due by 11:59pm
  Intro to OB Lecture #2
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886728)
due by 11:59pm




  Activity #1: Who am I?
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886719)
due by 11:59pm




changes. It is the responsibility of the student to check their email and course websites weekly
during the term and to note any changes.
Date Details Due




Sat Feb 13, 2021
  Response- Intro to OB,
Personality & Ability to do: 11:59pm




  Leadership Lecture #1
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886733)
due by 11:59pm
  Leadership Lecture #2
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886734)
due by 11:59pm
  Leadership Lecture #3
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/893428)
due by 11:59pm
Sat Feb 20, 2021
  Leadership Lecture #4
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886736)
due by 11:59pm
  Leadership Lecture #5
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886737)
due by 11:59pm
  Module 1- Leadership
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886716)
due by 11:59pm
  Teams Lecture #1
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886750)
due by 11:59pm
  Teams Lecture #2
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886751)
due by 11:59pm
Sat Feb 27, 2021   Response- Leadership to do: 11:59pm





  Teams Lecture #3
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886752)
due by 11:59pm
  Teams Lecture #4
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886753)
due by 11:59pm
Sat Mar 6, 2021
  Module 1- Teams and Culture
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886765)
due by 11:59pm
  Culture Lecture #1
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886725)
due by 11:59pm
  Culture Lecture #2
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886726)
due by 11:59pm




Thu Mar 11, 2021
  Exam #1
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886711)
due by 11:59pm




Sat Mar 13, 2021
  Response- Teams and Culture to do: 11:59pm
  Module 1: Reflection Exercise
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/891855)
due by 11:59pm
Sat Mar 20, 2021












  Job Satisfaction Lecture #2
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886732)
due by 11:59pm
  Trust & Justice Lecture #1
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886754)
due by 11:59pm
  Trust & Justice Lecture #2
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886755)
due by 11:59pm
Sat Apr 3, 2021
  Response- Trust & Justice and
Job Satisfaction to do: 11:59pm








  Stress Lecture #1
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886748)
due by 11:59pm
  Stress Lecture #2
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886749)
due by 11:59pm
Sat Apr 10, 2021








  Motivation Lecture #1
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886738)
due by 11:59pm
  Motivation Lecture #2
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886739)
due by 11:59pm




Sat Apr 17, 2021
  Response- Stress and
Motivation to do: 11:59pm
  Activity #3: Job Analysis
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886722)
due by 11:59pm
  Job Performance Lecture #1
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886729)
due by 11:59pm
  Job Performance Lecture #2
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886730)
due by 11:59pm
Sat Apr 24, 2021

















Sat May 1, 2021




  Module 2: Reflection Exercise
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886724)
due by 11:59pm
  Work/Life Balance Lecture #1
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886756)
due by 11:59pm




Thu May 6, 2021
  Exam #2
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/886710)
due by 11:59pm
  Exam #2 - DLC- Requires
Respondus LockDown Browser
(https://canvas.unl.edu/courses/103783/assignments/972670)
due by 11:59pm
